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I trust most people have heard the old joke: “How can you tell when a politician is lying? A: Their lips are moving.” Of course, which politicians one deems lying usually 
depends on one’s party preference. One believes one’s own party’s leaders tend to be truthful while the other parties’ people lie all the time. The predicament becomes more 
difficult for the average citizen when political parties align together to mislead the people about what is going on. Federal government statistics for example on basic items 
such as the rate of unemployment or the rate of inflation manifest the problem. The federal government now has multiple measures of unemployment, the least meaningful of 
which is the one typically reported by the media. Years ago the then-head of the Federal Reserve Arthur Burns decided calculation of the rate of inflation should NOT include 
the price of food or energy. Sadly, even at the local level of government in what is supposed to be a non-partisan operation, the same issues arise. 

The problem starts with the very nature of local elections. We recently had one in DG in which two new people were elected to village council (VC) and one was re-elected. 
Was this result an expression of the people’s preferences? Sort of, in that three people got the most votes among those running and those voting. However, in the US, off-year 
local elections have a hard time cracking the 20% level of registered voters actually participating. My guess is that that was true in this case, but I can’t say for certain because 
DuPage County does not make it straightforward to find out either the total number or percentage who voted. At least when I checked its website, it reported votes on a 
precinct basis only, leaving it to the masochistic citizen or the hired professional to do the summation. Citizen lack of interest and involvement then carries over into the 
conduct of VC affairs itself. Officials of course interpret such inattention to their activity as an endorsement, but as with voting it’s more aptly described as “lack of opposition.” 
Indeed, at the local level in IL much of what a taxing body does is deemed so basic, there is no controversy. In effect, except in larger cities where size prevents it, local 
government officials try their best to hand off controversy to higher levels of government. In recent years VCs claim planning is guided by certain goals. Since the planning 
period of the prior council two years ago, I have made repeated pubic comments urging the VC to recognize its purported goal of environmental sustainability is meaningless 
and measureless as VC defines and practices it. Yet per a village manager (VM) comment during the current VC’s planning, the VC and VM stick to their position, and by my 
assessment do so in spite of the danger this abdication presents to the village and beyond. 

DG is a town that purportedly believes in low property taxes, which sadly means it believes in hidden taxes, that is, taxes to be paid when deferred maintenance and projects 
can no longer be put off. Think of environmental sustainability (ENVS) as the ultimate deferred maintenance problem. By my assessment, the village council (to say nothing of 
the other taxing bodies of the village, most notably the school districts) has been playing financial catch-up for at least the last 20 years on its deferred maintenance. TIFs are 
one manifestation of that catch-up, as is the stormwater fee and the change in water billing, to name two other obvious examples. Still pending deferrals however are public 
employee pensions and facilities replacement. Thus I was amused to hear the VM use the word “sustainable” in talking about the VC’s operational expenses. Sounds to me 
like the VM has taken the Arthur Burns, conveniently narrow approach to using the word ‘sustainable’ even when discussing financial matters. The VC has made a fetish of its 
property tax load on village residents; it regularly shows — as the VM did at the last June meeting — how ‘reasonable’ the village’s property tax load is compared to other 
municipalities. When I asked if the comparison was of apples to apples, the VM said basically “it’s complicated,” which if one is skeptical may be interpreted to mean “we don’t 
know, and we’re not particularly interested in trying to find out.” 

A different response to my question acknowledges, as the mayor emphasized in separate discussion at that same June meeting, sales tax revenue matters in DG. This is a 
polite way of saying that for the DG VC fiscal responsibility is in no small part trying to get non-residents to pay tax in order to help defray the property tax burden on residents. 
Oak Brook of course is the local poster child of that pattern, as the property tax burden list showed so clearly. Extrapolating, one comes to realize that the methods of taxation 
in IL do nothing to redress inequality in the state, and in fact as practiced they make inequality worse. The flat income tax rate at the state level coincident with a variable rate 
of local property taxation, which amounts to a variable rate of income taxation at the local level, is the most long-standing contributor to that inequality. When municipalities 
segregate by social class, as has happened in IL, the obvious result is that communities with less property value have inadequate public services of all types.  

TIFs were added to the mix beginning in the 70s, an ironic and tragic effect given that the law putting the mechanism in place justified the device as a way to help struggling 
communities deal with ‘blight.’ Instead, history shows TIFs have become a device by which municipal leaders take part in the national game of reverse Robin Hood, extracting 
money from the masses to give to elites. Within that game, of course, municipalities do their best to help local elites and their local community, using the “but for” clause of the 
TIF in the same way the sales tax rebate mechanism is used to entice business leaders to ‘choose me.’ When viewed solely from the local level, decisions promoting such 
economic development in the more well-to-do communities are applauded as victories; and officials at the local level make little to no effort to learn or explain otherwise. In the 
communities genuinely in need, TIFS are seen as a double taxation of local residents when the TIF district’s properties fail to increase in value and residents are stuck with the 
bill on the debt repayment in addition to the tax they already pay. Which is to say, absent systemic assessments and mechanisms to regulate it, the TIF process worsens both 
inequality and the lack of environmental sustainability of the political economic system of which it is a part. So it’s little wonder DG VCs give only lip service to ENVS: VC’s 
annual budget depends on pushing further in the opposite direction. The effort is grounded implicitly on the dubious logic that having failed to consider ENVS in its prior 
economic development, the solution to its financial problems is MORE economic development, also undertaken without considering ENVS! The effort works as long as you 
can keep exploiting those less powerful than you who live outside your municipality.

Over the past two-plus years the dominant version of reverse Robin Hood has been the money and credit flowing from the federal level down to the local level provided so 
generously by the federal government and nation’s central bank, along with the federal level of government’s ongoing failure to tax adequately, which is to say, to tax the 
wealthy. Of course, if your policy is to give more money to the wealthy, why would you tax them? The nasty pending policy issue is figuring out the right mix of money and 
credit to revive a stagnant and depressed economy. That issue notwithstanding, the federal government’s ongoing dispersal of money and the Fed’s ongoing support for near-
zero interest rates have become decisive factors in the VC’s urgent push to move forward with its facilities plans. The VC’s hope is that it has finally found an angel of financial 
mercy it can count on — the prior ones having disappointed — to help overcome VCs' past lack of planning and tax collection. 

Intriguing at least to me is that this arrangement amounts simply to a shift in time and the identity of the tax collector whom DG residents will pay for its new facility. If the effort 
succeeds and the building gets built, VC and VM will likely continue patting themselves on the back for keeping property taxes low and managing VC finances — as they did 
this past pandemic year — while doing little to dissuade residents, especially the anti-tax Republican Party-supporting ones, from complaining about all the tax the federal 
government collects.

Debt and deficits wouldn’t matter so much if we lived in a world of infinite resources. But we don’t, so they do. And when debts and deficits are rising while material resources 
are shrinking, you clearly have one hell of a problem trying to revive an economy. Which means much as we may wish to believe otherwise, we should not view the pre-
pandemic ‘normal’ of 2019 as halcyon days to which we happily and gratefully wish to return. I take VC’s inability to counter my observation that the way of life in DG is not 
environmentally sustainable as implicit agreement with the statement. The tragedy, however, is that VC also leaves unaddressed the key corollary question: If VC is not willing 
to take on the job of moving the village toward an environmentally sustainable way of living, whose job does VC think it is? Lack of response to this question I take to mean VC 
will continue its pattern of promoting exploitation of those outside the village to the extent possible, hiding to the extent necessary from residents’ awareness and 
understanding what is going on. Will VC’s new facilities hopes work out this time? Or will its hopes be dashed yet again by another, even-bigger non-surprise surprise? 

If the latter, what does VC — and DG — do then? 

As Upton Sinclair famously observed: “It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary [to which we might amend ‘his political position or his way of living’] 
depends on his not understanding it.” 

David Rose

Manager's Report I encourage the council to consider providing the governance procedures it develops as part of the information available to residents on village council page of the village
 website.

David Rose
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